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ABSTRACT: Cloud is basically a network based environment because it is a cluster of multiple servers within a network. Cloud computing 

enables multiple users for sharing common resources or computations, And cloud provides us variety of services, among them security is 

been considered has a prime factor. Cloud is based on pay- per-use model that is user will be paying for the resources he is going to use but 

not for the local resources such as storage and infrastructure due to this reason cloud has become the most existing technology in today’s 

world. Many users will be out-sourcing their data in the cloud. By using cloud computing we will completely change the way of accessing the 

computers and storing their personal and business information. With this new cloud computing technology there would arise new data 

security challenges. The users who are having valid authority in the cloud are been treated has a insiders and all the remote users were been 

treated has a intruders, when an intruder stoles the accessing details of original user he get access into the cloud as a valid user. Now in this 

situation we are having two major challenges. First we need to distinguish real or fake user is been accessing the cloud and next we must 

protect the authorized users data from intruder.  

So for this purpose in this paper we propose a different approach of securing data in the cloud by using fog computing technology which is 

also been treated as a decoy technology or disinformation technology. So for this purpose we monitor data access patterns all the time and if 

any abnormal patterns were been detected we verify it by using security questions and if any abnormal data access patterns were detected we 

will provide a large amount of disinformation or bogus data by using decoy technology to the intruder by doing this we can protect the users 

data. 

 

Index Terms :fog computing, intruders, access patterns, decoy technology, intruder detection system. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Now a days many organizations are outsourcing their data in the cloud because security is been considered as a private issue. So that they can 

access their personal or business information from any place and many of the users are from internet. Even after taking some security measures 

we may undergo some security issues and we can identify these security issues easily if the intruder is malicious insider. Simply we trust the 

person and we store our confidential data in the cloud so this is considered has a top theft in cloud computing while most of the cloud users are 

well-aware of this threat. 

While on the other side the attacks may also cause by the outsiders in this type of attacks they would stole the user’s passwords and other 

accessing information and get access into the user’s confidential data. In such state we can’t identify weather he is authorized or unauthorized. So 

many measures were taken in preventing the data from unauthorized access and access control mechanisms but all encryption mechanisms were 

failed in preventing the data from attacks. 

So in order to avoid this data threat attacks we are introducing a new concept called as fog computing technique in this approach here comes a 

combinations of two technologies search behavior and decoy technology we can identify the intruder by using intrusion detection system(IDS) 

which includes his search behavior and  the security questions once after conforming him as  intruder we will confuse the intruder with large 

amount of bogus or disinformation attack so now he can’t identify the real and fake worth less data. 

 

 
Figure 1: Fog Computing Architecture. 
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II. SECURING CLOUD WITH FOG 
In today’s world for all the enterprises such as small medium and large it has become a massive revolution for them to store and access their 

personal and business information. So with the existence of cloud computing technology they are outsourcing their personal and business 

information in the cloud as cloud provides us with wide variety of services such as security, speed, efficiency, reliability. Cloud stores a vast 

amount of data in it and provide to the user on demand and it is based on pay-per use model user can access his information any were through the 

internet.Fog computing is the term which was associated with “cisco” fog computing is also known as fogging, it is a distribu ted computing 

infrastructure in which some application services are been handled at the network edge in a smart devices and some of the applications. 

Fog computing was mainly introduced to meet three primary goals: 

1. To improve efficiency and trim the amount of data that required to be transmitted for processing storage and analysis. 

2. Provide security and compliance to the data that is been transmitted over the cloud. 

Fog networking consists of both data and the control plane were most of the networking take place in the data plane of the smart mobile or on the 

edge of the network in a gateway devices. The goal of fogging is to improve the efficiency and reduce the amount of data that need to be 

transported to the cloud for data processing, analysis and storage. This is often done for the efficiency reasons, but it may also carried out for 

security and compliance reasons. Fog computing is not a different form of technology, but it is just an extension of cloud computing technology. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Securing Cloud Along With Fog. 

 

As many enterprises were storing data in the cloud security has become the most serious problem known as data theft attacks, this attacks can be 

identified easily if the person is malicious insider simply we trust the cloud service provider and we outsource our data in the cloud and if any 

threat occurs to our data we can identify it by using intrusion detection system(IDS). 

Although data in the cloud is encrypted, it stays for a length and it becomes vulnerable to the security threats here, fog provides the shortest 

possible distance between the client and server and reduces the risk of data security breach. 

Many standard measures had been taken to protect data and secure. But all measures had been failed from time to time due to insider attacks, 

faulty implementation, buggy code. Developing trust worthy cloud computing environment is not enough. We need to reduce the attacks, so for 

this purpose we need to limit the stolen data we can achieve this through disinformation attacks. 

We had proposed two security features: 

1. User behavior profiling. 

2. Decoy document. 

 

USER BEHAVIOR PROFILLING: 

User behavior is a technique which is used for identifying the behavior of the user all the time it keeps monitoring the behavior of the user 

continuously and keep track of the user’s behavior system. And check for any abnormal data access patterns. In a User profiling technique we 

will be monitoring how when and how often a files or data were been accessed by the user in the cloud. Such type of normal user’s behavior can 

be continuously checked to detect any of the abnormal data access patterns. To be explained clearly when any of the cloud user get access into 

the cloud then our system will keep detecting the behavior of the user on the following basis: 

1. Login time 

2. Duration of accessing the file 

3. File upload time 
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4. File download time 

5. No of files downloaded 

6. No of files uploaded 

7. Logout time. 

This method of behavior based security is commonly seen in fraud detection applications such profiles would normally include volumetric 

information and accessing details about files.  

System will be comparing all above mentioned basis with the pre- defined data sets which is already stored in the database depending on the 

user’s behavior  and identifies user is authorized or not according to the search behavior data will be sent to the user. 

 

DECOY TECHNOLOGY: 

In this decoy technology we will be producing a different approach of securing data in the cloud by using offensive decoy technology. A decoy is 

a document of set of files, directories, documents which appear similar to that of the original documents however the aim of the decoy is to 

provide the decoy document by hiding the real data without hacking by an intruder. So we can define it as fake system which appears to be as a 

real system. 

A decoy system can be grouped into several steps: 

1. Prevention 

2. Detection 

3. Response 

 

Prevention is the first thing that we must be considered in the system model we should not allow the hacker to hack the system for this purpose 

there are many security measures one among them is firewall. It can be used to control network traffic and put some rules to block it. And by 

using security questions, by putting strong passwords are some of the common well known techniques for security prevention. And one 

important thing is that encrypting the data and making it unable to read so by this way we can protect the data. 

Detection is the technique which is used for detecting any malicious intruder is trying to access the data. We can detect the DATA THEFT 

ATTACKS in the cloud by intrusion detection system (IDS). This is only used to detect the system is hacked but we cannot stop the intruder 

from hacking. At this point decoy documents or honey pots are more valuable for tracking the activity. 

Response: At this stage we are sure that our system is been hacked and we should respond to the system. This is the place where we launch a 

disinformation or bait information attack by providing the large amount of disinformation to intruder by securing the users real data. 

We use this technology of disinformation attack against malicious insider preventing them from distinguishing fake data from real worthless 

data.. 

 

 
Figure 3: Information Security Phases. 

 

III. COMBING USER BEHAVIOUR AND DECOY TECHNOLOGY 

By providing the combination of these two security features we will be providing unpredictable level of security in the cloud. There is no such 

measure which provides this level of security features. We had been applied this concept to detect illegitimate data access to the data which is 

stored in the local file system by masquerader. The attacker tries to impersonate legitimate users after stealing their credentials. Our experimental 

results in a local file system shows that by combining both techniques we can yield better results in the cloud environment. 
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USER BEHAVIOR PROFILING: 

 

In user behavior profiling we will continuously monitoring the user’s behavior and we track all this information and stores in the database. 

An authorized user search behavior would be completely different when compared to that of the unauthorized user or an intruder. A legitimate 

user he knows exactly the location of the specific file that had been stored in system so his search behavior would be simple. And when intruder 

tries to access the file then his search behavior would be totally different when compared to normal user. 

DECOY TECHNOLOGY: 

In this decoy technology their will be decoy files also known as honey files or honey pots which will be same as that of original data. The 

intruder he can’t make difference of original and fake worthless data. 

By using intrusion detection system we are detecting the intruders, this analysis include search behavior and security questions so once after 

knowing that intruder had been accessed the file system. In this file system we will placing some traps and this traps include some documents, 

files, which were been placed in egregious places the intruder who is not aware of this files or document click on these false document believing 

that they had been ex-filtered the use full information. When a false document is been downloaded an alert message will be generated. With this 

activity the system notify of an illegal activity by this way we can protect our authorized user’s data. 

Pa=M (P, P’)=∆E≤T  

 Where T can be  determined  as  performance parameter or threshold value. 

Pi=M (P, P’) 

Pi=1-Pa 

Intruder is aware of knowing the exist 

  Vi = Action(Vi�1) where Vj ≠ Vi, j < i 

An action may be command or function that displays files and documents 

Pa[Access u,m= 1]≥€ 

Normal legitimate user accessing the file 
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Figure 4: DECOY STRUCTURE. 

 

ADVANTAGES OF PLACING DECOYS IN THE FILE SYSTEM: 

1. Validating the authorized data when abnormal data access patterns were noticed. 

2. Confusing the attackers with disinformation attacks. 

3. Sending bogus files when an intruder is detected. 
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BLACKHAT MOTIVIES 

BLACKHAT motives is a technique which is used to keep track about the information of unauthorized access to an authorized user’s data and 

add the count according to the blacklist count. Only the user who is authorized only have an authority to clear the blacklist count but not to the 

unauthorized user. 

When an unauthorized user tries to clear the list the system would send an OTP to the authorized user. 

Pi[d →M : ALERTA,D=1] ≥ € 

An alert is generated when decoy files are been exploited. 

 

ALERTA,D=1 Denotes that an alert is generated when decoy document is generated. 

 d is detected with probability € when it is equal to 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DT TABLE 1: NUMBER OF DECOYS AND DECOY ACCESS. 

 

 
FIGURE 5: Data Flow Diagram. 

 

MATHAMATICAL MODEL 

Let G be the superset of all sets. 

G ≡ {input, output, file operations, intruder detection, decoy files} 

Where, 

Input is set of parameters provided as input to the system. 

Input ≡ {U, S, DS, F} 

U is set of users. It is infinite set of users. 

U ≡ {U1, U2, U3……………Un} 

S is set of servers. It is finite set of servers. 

S ≡ {S1} 

DS is set of dataset parameters. 

DS ≡ {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5} 

P1 ≡ Session Time 

P2 ≡ Duration 

P3 ≡ File upload count 

P4 ≡ File Download count 

P5≡ Blacklist count 

F is set of files. It is Infinite set of files. 

F ≡ {F1, F2, F3…………………,Fn} 

Output is set of results. 

Output ≡ { Legal user/Unreal user, Decoy document, Alert user via mail, OTP via SMS} 

 File Operations is set of functions. 

Operations ≡ {Op1, Op2, Op3, Op4, Op5, Op6, Op7,Op8, Op9} 

NUMBER OF PLACED 

DECOYS 

NUMBER OF USERS NUMBEROF DECOY 

ACCESS 

              15              10                5 

              20              15               10 

              35              20               15 

              40              30               20 
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Op1 ≡ users request will be processed 

Op2 ≡ Load user profile 

Op3 ≡ comparing with the recorded search behavior patterns 

Op4 ≡ if pattern match 

Op5 ≡ Fetch file 

Op6 ≡ if pattern does not match treat the user as an intruder. 

Op7=provide decoy document/bait information 

Op8 ≡alert users 

Op9 ≡ Update log, Blacklist 

 

INTRUDER DETCTION 

 

IDS= {comparing with search behavior and security questions} 

Decoy Files {DF} 

DF= {providing intruder with large amount of bogus information} 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we define a fog computing which is totally a unique technology to protect the cloud by securing the user’s personal and the business 

data. So for this purpose we keep track of user access patterns and also search behavior by continuously monitoring the user’s data. In this we 

provide access to user’s data by login details and also by using security questions which would be only known to the cloud users. If access is 

found authorized we provide original document of the user. If in case the access is been found unauthorized, the users actual data will be saved 

by provide the duplicate data by using decoy technology. This technology will add a level of securing data in the cloud 
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